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AImtractwThe aim of this work is to determine small perturbing functions affecting systems of 
second-order o dinary differential equations in order to get solutions of them fitting given sets of 
measurements. A stable method to approximate such perturbations is introduced for the case where 
measurable data consist of system solution values only. Truncation errors of  this met'hod are 
proved to be small in the sense of' being proportional to the perturbation and its first derivatives. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with problems represented by a system of ordinary differential 
equations (ODEs) involving a small perturbing function to be determined in order to find 
a solution that approximates a set of measurements. 
Recently, one of us [l, 2] developed a method to estimate such perturbations, obtaining 
very efficient numerical results for second-order problems where the measurable data 
consist of values of the system solution and its first derivative. 
In many real problems, those derivative values are not measurable data. The aim of this 
work is to introduce a stable method which makes it possible to estimate those 
perturbations without using derivative values. Moreover, this method will allow us to 
compute accurately those unknown derivatives. 
Although this method is applicable to a set of second-order ODEs, for the sake of 
simplicity we shall consider an initial-value problem with a single equation of the form 
{ ~(t) -----f[t,y(t)] +p( t )  (1) 
yCto) = Yo, 5'(t0)=Y0, 
where p is an unknown perturbation that depends on t. 
We wish to compute this perturbation umerically in order to obtain a solution y of 
the initial-value problem which fits a given data set. 
Usually those data are measurements y~of the solution values y. = y (t.), over a uniform 
net t. = to + nh, n = O, I . . . . .  N, affected by small random errors @., i.e. 
y ,=ya ,+6y, ,  n=O, l  . . . . .  N. (2) 
To study this problem we assume that p and f are sufficiently regular functions (for 
instance, we may consider the case where those functions have continuous fourth 
derivatives) and we particularly suppose that the unknown perturbation and its derivatives 
are small relative to the corresponding values of the solution y. 
Let us remark that for such a problem, the "obvious" method of approximating the 
second derivative p(t,) in the equation by means of any of the usual difference schemes, 
would not be a good one. In fact, truncation errors appearing in the determination of small 
p values in this way, would be proportional to derivatives of y. 
"['To avoid further delay, this paper has been published without the authors" corrections. 
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Conversely, in Sections 2 and 3, we shall introduce a method for which the truncation 
errors will be proportional to derivatives of the small unknown perturbation. 
In Section 4, we shall analyze the global errors in the determination of p and the 
propagation of errors in the computation of ~. Then, in Section 5, we shall obtain simple 
conditions under which this method will prove to be stable and also a priori estimates for 
the global errors. Finally, in Section 6, we shall describe numerical results of the 
application of this method. 
2. REFERENCE PROBLEMS 
In order to describe a step of this method, let us suppose that we have already computed 
approximate values ,Ok and )Tk (k = 1 . . . . .  n) of p~ = p (tk) and p~ = y (tk), respectively. We 
shall write 6.9. for the error in the determination of 3~., i.e. 
9. = ~ + 6)".. (3) 
The step we are going to describe will give us approximate values of P(G+ i), P (t. +.), 
)~(t.÷,) and S,(t.+2). 
By means of Taylor's formula with the remainder in integral form and the differential 
equation (l), we have for any j and k: 
y ,+k=y.+j+(k - j )h~.+j+ y ( t ) ] ( t . . , - t )d t+ p( t ) ( t .+k- t )d t  (4) 
n +1 
and 
)~.+, =.9.÷j + y(t)] dt + p(t )dt .  (5) 
n+]  
Now let us consider the "reference" problem, obtained from equation (3) by dropping the 
unknown perturbation p(t )  and with the known approximate initial values y d and ~.: 
fir(t) = f i t ,  y'(t )] 
(6) 
y(tn) = yd., .9"(t.) = .9. 
For the solution of this reference problem we may also write 
and 
y .÷k  - y.÷j.  + (k -y )h .~ . j  + y ' ( t ) l ( t . ,  k - t ) dt (7) 
• r " r  i t  tn+k y .+k=y.+j+ f[t ,  yr(t)]dt. (8) 
= =y.  andy .= Subtracting equation (7) from equation (4) withj O, as y~ d .r .9~, and taking 
into account formulas (2) and (3), we have 
ya~.~--y~+k= Af r ( t ) ( t .+k- t )d t  + p( t ) ( t .+k- - t )d t  
n 
+(@. -6y .+k)+kh6p. .  (9) 
where 
A f r ( t  ) = f[t ,  y (t )] - f [t ,  y~(t )]. 
Subtracting equation (8) from equation (4) for k = l and j = 0, we also have 
,' Af~(t)dt  + p(t )dt  + 62.. (lO) 
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Now let us consider a new reference problem with a y.+, and y.+j  "~ as initial values on 
tn+i: 
Sp'(t) =f[t, y'(t)] (1 I) 
$ d . ~ i" ° )y (t.+,)=y.+,. )'(t.+,)-y.÷, 
For its solution we also have, for any j and k, 
Yn+k-Y .+ j+(k  - j )hg~+j+ f [ t ,y ' ( t ) ] ( t .÷k- - t )dt  
d, n +j 
and subtracting this formula from equation (4) with j = 1, we may write 
(12) 
f ttn ÷ k a ' =(k - l )hO.+t  P.~+l)+ Af~( t ) ( t . .~- t )  dt Yn+k --Yn+tc 
n÷l  
~t 
t~ + k 
+ p(t)( t .+k--t )dt+(6y.÷~--6y.+k).  (13) 
a+l  
where Af ' ( t  ) = f [t. y (t)] - f i t .  y'(t )]. 
If we substitute the term (O.÷ l-.v~,+ ~) by means of equation (10), we finally get 
tin + I f tn +k y~+k--y~+k=(k -- l)h Af~(t)dt + A f ' ( t ) ( t .+k- t )d t  
a d ln+l  
tn ÷ l ; t  tn ÷ k 
+ (k - 1)h p(t )dt  + p(t)(t.+k-- t )dt  
dla n+l  
+ (&.+,-6y. .~)+(k-  l)h 6.~.. (14) 
By using formulas (9) and (14) for different values of k and neglecting the error terms 
@.+k and 63~., we shall obtain a set of equations involving data values Y.~+k, computable 
values Y.~+k and Y~.+k and two kinds of integrals. 
We shall get our numerical scheme by approximating integrals involving Afr or A f '  by 
means of the computable values of those functions on the nodes, and integrals involving 
the perturbation p by means of the unknown values p(t.+k). 
So, the truncation errors of such a scheme will be proportional to derivatives of p, Af  r 
and Af ' .  Derivatives of Afr  and A f '  are proportional to derivatives o fp  (see Section 5) 
and so those truncation errors will prove to be "small". 
3. NUMERICAL SCHEME 
To obtain our numerical scheme we shall use equation (8) for k = 2 and equation (13) 
for k = 2 and k = 3. So we have 
Y.÷2a __yr+2 = Afr ( t ) (G÷2-  t )dt  + p( t ) ( t .+2-  t )dt  
n n 
+ (6):. - 6y.÷:) + 2h69., (15) 
,a , A f ' ( t ) ( t . .  2 - t )dt  3.+.. -y .+:  = h Afr ( t )dt  + 
.I tn d tn + l 
+ h p( t )d t  + p( t ) ( t .+._ - t )dt  
n 
+ (6y .+, -6y .÷: )+h6p. ,  (16) 
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tin + I ; tn  +3 
Yn+3'd --Y.+3~ = 2h Afr(t )dt  + AfS(t)(t.+3 - t )dt  
n tn *1 
+2h p( t )d t  + p( t ) ( t .+3- t )d t  
n tn 4"1 
+ (6y.+, -- 6y.+3) + 2h@.. (17) 
In order to compute integrals of the form 
"+'F(t )dt ,  F ( t ) ( t .+z - t )d t  and F( t ) ( t .+ . . - t )d t  
n n tn÷l  
we substitute for F(t ) the second-order polynomial which coincides with F on t~, t~ + ) and 
tn+2 and so we get 
"+'F ( t )d t  = (5F .+8F .+) -F~.2)+-~F"(~) ) ,  (18) 
'.+2 h ~ 2h 5 ,, • h 5 
F ( t ) ( t .+2-  t )dt  -~- (2F .+4F .+, )  +- -~- -F ' ({2)+ ~-~(h - {~)F .... ({2) (19) 
a 
and 
f 
,. +a hl 7h 5 
F( t ) ( t .+z - t )d t= ( -F .+ IOF .+I+3F .+: ) - -~-~F ' (~3) ,  
tn + I L°e 
where the ~; (i = 1, 2, 3) satisfy t. ~< ~; ~< t.+ 2. 
To compute integrals of  the form 
(20) 
f h2 2h 5 h s 
" *' F(t )(t.+3 - t ) dt = -~- (2F. +, + 4F.+.)  + ~ F"(¢4)  + ~-~ (h - ~. )F  .... (¢4), (21) 
J tn+l  
where t. + t ~< ~4 ~< t. + ~. 
By means of  these integration formulas and neglecting the O (h 6) terms we may write 
the equations (15)-(17) as 
l , r  4 r = ~Af .  +, ~(2p. + 4p.+,)  ~.. (yd+._ ) .+=)_  
2h 3 ,,, 6)'.+2 - 6y. 26.9. (22) 
4-5 [P (¢'-) + Afr"'(~'-)] h-' h ' 
1 
~(9p. + 26p. . ,  + p.+.)  = ~ (y d+. _ y ~ +._) _ ~(16Afr  +, 
h 3 
-- 2Ap .  ÷.. - A)'~. + 3A~.+ 2) - 2--~ [P '" (~,)  + A f ' " ' (~) ]  
7h3. _ -6y .+t  ¢5~. 
+'5~[P'(~)+AfS'"(~3) l+6Y"+"h' -  " -  h (23) 
f[ "+~F(t)(t.+3- t )dt  n+l  
we use the second-order polynomial which coincides with F on t.+ ~, t.+, and t.+3 to get 
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1 
. g(8Af._ t - Aft.+.. - 8Afp,+:) ~(5p.+12p.+,+7p.+.)=~.(y++3-y++3)-  ' , 
h 3 2h 3 
+ T2 [p ''(~' ) + A f ' ' (¢ ,  )1 - -~  [p "(~4) + A f+"  (~+)] 
@.+3-@.+1 26~. 
h: h 
We may also write this system in matrix form as 
(24) 
Ap(") = Ay(") + A f(") + E(.). 
where 
A= 26 1 , p(n)= .+J , 
\20 48 28 w.+2]  
and 
IAf.'+,l (+oo +),.:-, 
Af  (")= 16 2 1 
- - / I 
,d r 
Ay '")= ty~+2- -y :+,  / 
,d $ \~.+ ~ - y .  + 3 /  
(25) 
(26) 
and E (") is the error team which includes all the expressions involving p ", A f ' ' ,  A f  +'', 6y. + 
and @.. 
A is a nonsingular matrix whose inverse is 4) 
A - l = 1 29 56 • 
11 -16  16  
So if we neglect he error term E <n), we get a vector 
p(") = + A- I [Ay  (') + Aft.] (27) 
~/Jn +/./ 
that approximates the perturbation values. The errors of these approximations are given 
by 
6p (n) = p (') - pc") = A-  i E ("). (28) 
It must be remarked that if we had computed the integrals of the form (21) by means 
of the same interpolation polynomial used in equations (18)-(20), we would have obtained 
a system of equations with a singular matrix. 
In fact, it can be shown that whatever number of equations we consider, if we use the 
same interpolation polynomial for every integral, we shall always get a singular system. 
On the other hand, the choice of formula (21) is a particularly fortunate one, because 
it preserves the O (h 5) truncation errors and does not involve evaluations of F(t ) on t~ + 3. 
Otherwise the system would include p,+3 as another unknown. 
To compute the approximations of derivative values, which are necessary for the next 
step of the scheme, the initial-value problem 
{ .~(t ) = f[t, f ( t  )] + ~(t ) 
(29) 
fi(t,,)= y d; .~(t.)-----+~. 
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must be solved, where if(t) is the second-order interpolation polynomial satisfying 
p(t.+~) =,0.+~, k =0,  1,2. 
Therefore we shall get 35 (t. + t ) and 35 (t. +, ) as approximate values of P (t. + t ) and f, (t. +, ), 
respectively. 
4. ERROR ANALYSIS 
In order to perform a complete analysis of the errors involved in the calculation of p, 
we must take also into account hose errors appearing in the effective computation of the 
entries of Ay ~"~ and Af~"L 
If the reference problems are solved numerically, the y~ +k and Y],+k values will be 
affected by computational errors. However such errors may be made small enough to be 
negligible relative to @. + k by using suitable methods to integrate the differential equations. 
So, we can suppose that the entries of Ay {~} are exact. 
The entries of A f  {~} are linear combinations of expressions of the form 
or  
Aft. + ~ ---- f [ t .+k,  y(t.+k)] -- f [t .+k, y~+~) 
Af~+k = f[t .+k,  y(t.+k)] -- f [t .+k, y~.+~). 
Such expressions cannot be actually computed since the values of y (t. + ~) are not really 
known. In their place we shall use their measured values ~ Y, + k and so we ought to add to 
the error term ~ ~") in equation (25) a new component: 
with 
0 32 05)[6f.  \ 
6.I" {"'= -1  16 |aL+,} 
0 32 -~6 \6 f .+z/  
6 f .+k=f [ t .+k ,y ( t .+k) l - - f ( t .÷k ,y~+k) ,  k =0,  1,2. 
If we write L for the Lipschitz constant of the function f, we know that 
16f.+~l ~< Ll@.+kl, so we can omit the error term 6f  ~"~ because when it is added to E ~"~ 
it proves to be negligible relative to terms of the form 
1 
-~ (ry. +k-  6Y..s),  for sufficiently small h. 
Hence we have shown that formula (28) takes into account every relevant source of error 
in the method. 
Expressions (25) and (26) allow us to separate three components of errors according to 
their origin. Let us write them as 
A- '  c ~"~ = "c ~"~ + 6y ~"~ + 6p ~"~, (30) 
where z{"~ is the error component arising from the truncation errors in the integrals, 
/ 1560 1360 -784  
z ~")= h~ [ -780  -464  392 
6480 \ -240  -176  -112  
I p ' ({ , )  + A f " (¢ l ) "  
-64~ /p':'(¢2)+ Afr"(¢2) 
32) /p',,'(¢3)+Afv"(¢3) 
--256 [p '({,) + A f ' ' ({ , )  
(31) 
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6y ~"~ is the component arising from the measurement errors. 
I 6y.+ ( -85  108 -27  ) [6y.+ 
6y'")=l-~h 2 29 -54  27 ~ 16y.+ 
II 0 -27  16  ~6y.+ 
(32) 
and 6p ~") is the component arising from the approximation of 6y'. in the previous tep, 
9--ff (33) 
In order to study the error propagation of our method we need adequate bounds for 
those errors appearing in the determination of approximate values for @.+, and 8p.+:. 
We recall that for such approximations we shall integrate the problem (29); i.e. 
{ j~(t) =f[t,.9(t)] +if(t) 
f ( t . )=  y~; ~( t . )=9.  ' (34) 
where/~ is the second-order polynomial taking the values .~(t..D =/~.+~. k = 0, 1,2. 
For any k. we may write 
;/+, .~÷, =)~ + .f(t)l dt + p( t )dt  (35) 
n 
and subtracting this formula from equation (5) we have 
6fi,÷k = 6ft, + A~(t) dt + 6fi(t) dt, (36) 
~ n 
where we write 6fi,÷k = 3~÷k - .~÷k,  (k = 1, 2), for the errors of the computed erivative 
values )~,÷~; A f ( t )=f [ t ,y ( t ) l - f [ t ,~( t ) l  and @(t )=p( t ) -~( t ) .  
Whenever the problem (34) is integrated numerically, computational errors arise from 
the determination of .~ ~ values. However, those errors may be made sufficiently small 
to be negligible, just by solving the problem using a suitable method. 
To estimate the term 
f, " +* 6p (t) dt n
in equation (35) we may integrate the usual second-order polynomial for p, to get 
5 
~t h ttt t ~ x 
~tln÷k I~(56p.+ 86p.+l-6p.+2)-~-~p (~,), for k=l 
6p (t) dt = hS (37) 
" It~(6p.+46v.+~+6v.÷2)-_-~_p"(¢6), fork =2. 
~.a s - -  90  
Hence, using equations (30)-(33) for 6p.+, errors we may write 
~ttn + I h 4 
@ (t) dt -- 77760 { 1800 [p "(~, ) + Afr"(~ )] + 3264 [p "(~., ) + Af~'(~:)] 
n 
- 672[p'(¢3) + Af ' ' (~) ]  + 192[p"(~D + AfS"(~,)]} 
1 
+ ~-~ (-2046y.  + 1086y.. a - 546y.÷,. - 126y.+3) 
-- ~.9. + p"(¢5)O(h 5) (38) 
CA.M.W.A  I~B 5*~P 
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and 
f t" ÷" ($p (t) dr = ~ 
n 
h 4 
19440 {-  1800[p"(~,) + Af~'(~t)] - 672[p'"(~..) + Af''(c~,.)] 
+ 672[p'(~3) + Afs'"(~3)] - 192[p'"(~4) + AfV"(¢.~)]} 
1 
+ -~ (42@,,-  1086y,,+ ~ + 54@,+.,+ 126y,+3) 
- ~6P. +p"(~6)O(hS), (39) 
Our next task is to show that the term 
f " "' A~(/) dt In 
may be neglected in formula (36). 
From problem (34) we may write 
+ t 
.~( t l=y~+(t  - - t~)~+ -u )du  p(u) ( t -u )du  
n 
and proceeding in the usual way we have 
I I y( t ) - .~( t )=@.+(t - t . )@.+ A~(u) ( t -u )du+ @(u) ( t -u )du ;  (40) 
In In 
L being the Lipschitz constant for f, we write 
I~Xff(u)l = If[u,y(u)l -f[u,N(u)]l ~< L ly(u) -37(u)l <~ L max lY(~) -P (z ) I -  (41) 
t n ~ t  
Using this bound in equation (40) we get for t. ~< ~ ~< t. + ~: 
~t 
ln + k 
l y ( t ) -p ( t ) l<~lrY . l+kh l fp . l+k2h2t  max ly (z ) -p (z ) l  + l rp(u) l (t .+k-u)du. 
tn~tn  +k  n 
Hence, if we consider values of h small enough to satisfy 
we may write 
½k2h2L < 1, (42) 
~l 
la ÷k  
I@. l+khl@. l+ [rp(u) l ( t .+, -u)du 
max ly(z) - .9(Ol~< " (43) ,.~,,~t.+,, 1 -½k2h2L 
and we may roughly hound the integral by 
i " +~ lfp(u )l (t.+k - u) du <~ 2h2(416p.I + 416p.+ tl + lrp.+ ._l) n 
h 3 
: +~P"(¢7) ,  fork  = 1,2 and l n~7~ln+ 2. 
By means of this, (41) and (43) we finally obtain the bound 
Af(u) du <. 16y.t O(h) + I# .10  (h-') + ~ [@.~-kl O (h 3) + [P "(~7)10 (h6), (44) 
t n k~O 
which shows that the effect of this term in equation (36) may be neglected by comparing 
it with formulas (37)-(39). 
Therefore, let us consider constants P3 and AF3 such that, for every ~ satisfying 
t. <~ ~ ~< t.+3, IP"(¢)I <~ P3; IAf'(~)[, IAfS(~)[ <~ AF3 and let AY be a bound for all the 
measurement errors, i.e. 16y.I ~ A Y, n = O, 1 . . . . .  N. By neglecting the higher powers of h 
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in each case we find these final bounds: 
AY 
I~k.÷ ,I ~ -~ 16Y'~t ÷ 0.07h~(Pa + AF3) + 1.75 ~ (45) 
and 
I~P,~-2I ~ ~16~.1 + 0.17h'(P3 + AF3) -k 4.00 A Y T"  (46) 
5. STABILITY CONDITIONS AND ,4 PRIORI  ESTIMATES 
The most interesting fact about the last two bounds is that the coefficients multiplying 
J6.~lare < 1. Itshowsthaterrorsinthedeterminationofderivativevalues(theonlyoneswhich 
are propagated from one step to another) always decay. 
In fact, quite simple theoretical conditions may be given to insure stability. Whenever 
we may find a step h (0 < h < l) satisfying one of these conditions, 
~Y 41 • 0.07h4(P3 + AF3) + 1.75 - -  ~< ~ 16y01 (47) 
(to go forward one step each time) or 
0.17h4(p3 + AF3) + 4.00 AY ~< ~ 16.~0 f (48) 
(to go forward two steps each time), I6P,[ errors will never be greater than the initial error 
I3.P01. Therefore our scheme will prove to be a stable one. 
On the other hand, assuming one of the stability conditions, we may bound the errors 
in the estimation of the perturbation values by means of the formulas (30)-(33) for those 
errors: 
16p,+ ,I < 0.26h3(P3 + AF3) + 6.22 Air+ 0.33 163~°-----~1 (49) 
I 1 "  h 
and 
AY [6P01 16P,+2] < 0-12h3(P3 + AF3) + 3.00 ~-~-+ 0.33 
h /1"  
(50) 
The analogous estimation for 6p, is definitely worse, but it does not matter because at 
each step (except for the first one) the value p, has been estimated with good precision in 
the previous one. Such is the approximation to be considered. 
In order to consider formulas (49) and (50) as a priori estimates and to prove that the 
truncation errors ~ t~) are indeed "small", it is necessary to show that at each step, AF3 may 
be bounded in terms of p and its first derivatives. 
The proof of this fact consists of a straightforward but tedious calculation of the third 
derivatives involved in terms of partial derivatives o f f  and differences (y~,~_yf~k~), 
k = 0, 1, 2, 3 [or (yt*~ -y~*~ in the other case]. 
Such differences may be easily estimated by means of analogous techniques to those used 
to prove formula (43) and under the assumption of an inequality of the same kind as 
formula (42), i.e. 2h2L < l, where L is again a Lipschitz constant for f in  a suitable region 
containing the graphs of y, yf and yS. 
By such a procedure it may be proved that for small enough h: 
AF3~<CI[c~ynI+C216./'n]+C 3 max ]p(t ) l+L max Ip'(t)l, (51) 
tn~t~tn 4-3 tn~ t~l~ +3 
where the constants Ci depend on bounds of partial derivatives o f f  and derivatives of y 
up to the fourth order. 
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6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In all the examples that we have tried the simulated measurements y d have been 
calculated, adding to the values of the analytical solution of the problem corresponding 
to formula (1) "measurement errors" taken from a zero mean normal random sequence 
scaled to a specific variance o. The only exception is Example 2, where a very accurate 
numerical solution of the differential equation has been used instead of the analytical one. 
The analytical solutions of the problems corresponding to formulas (6), (11) and (29) 
have been used to compute Y~-,k, Y~+k and 3~+k values, respectively. 
The results of each example have been summarized in Tables !-4. The efficiency of each 
computed magnitude (/~ and : , )  has been estimated by means of the expression 
eff(~]) =-  log10 ( ~ ) ,  (52) 
where ~ is the approximation of the true value q. When this efficiency is positive it roughly 
counts the number of significant decimal digits correctly calculated. 
Example 1: harmonic oscillator affected by a sinusoidal perturbation 
The differential equation of this problem is 
f j:(t)+co2oy(t)=l~ sin(cot) 
y(to) =Y0; P(t0) = 350 (53) 
We consider Icol ~ Ico01 and/~ is a small real parameter. The term p(t )=/~ sin (cot) is 
the "unknown" perturbation to be estimated. 
In Table 1 we give a sample of the results obtained covering two natural periods of the 
free oscillator for the following set of parameters: 
coo--" 1.0; co = 0.5; /~ = 0.01; h = 0.5; to = 0.0; Y0 = 1.0; 3~0 = 1.0; o = 10 -5. (54) 
The same problem was solved in Ref. [1] but considering derivative values 3;'~ as 
measurable data. The efficiency of that solution is given in parentheses to the right of the 
column of e f f~,) .  
A comparison of those efficiencies shows that both results are of an analogous precision, 
but with the main advantage in our method being that there is no need to know derivative 
values. 
Example 2: van der Pol equation 
This is the well-known nonlinear equation 
:: + Coo~y =/~(l _ y2):, 
y(to)=Yo; y(t0) = Y0 • (55) 
We estimated the term p (t) = tz (1 -y2)p  as an unknown perturbation. Table 2 shows 
the results obtained for the following set of parameters: 
co o = 1.0; 9 = 0.1; h = 0.25; to = 0.0; y0 -- 1.0; Y0 = 0.0; a = 10 -5. (56) 
Table I. Harmonic oscillator with a sinusoidal perturbation 
r~ y, p,, 6p, × I0 ~ eff(8,) .f', ~S', x I0 ~ eff(~l 
2.0 0.498 0,00841 -0.78 2.0 (1.9) - 1.319 -0.64 4.3 
4.0 -1.393 0,00909 -1.05 1.9(1.2) 0.105 0.37 3.5 
6.0 0.684 0.00141 -0.37 1.6(0.1) 1.227 -0.42 4.5 
8.0 0.827 -0.00757 -1.40 1.7(2.5) -1.138 -0.13 5.0 
I0.0 -1.392 -0.00959 -0.68 2.2(1.2) -0.288 0.15 4.3 
12.0 0.307 -0.00279 0.66 1.6(2.0) 1.381 0.07 5.3 
14.0 1.130 0.00657 1.02 1.8 -- -0.850 0.48 4.3 
Est imat ion of perturbat ions in differential equat ions 
Table 2. van der Pol equation 
t, y, p, dip~ X 10 -I efl'(ff,) .~', 6y, x 103 eff(.~',) 
2.0 --0.474 -0.0771 - -0 .14  2.8(1.6) -0.994 0.14 3.8 
4.0 --0.728 0.0403 0.69 1.8 (2.1) 0.856 -0.03 4.5 
6.0 1.194 -0.0142 0.01 3.1 (2.1) 0.335 0.09 3.6 
8.0 --0.219 -0.1240 0.23 2.7(3.7) -1.302 0.12 4.0 
10.0 - I .128 -0.0203 --0.12 2.2(2.1) 0.747 -0.11 3.8 
12.0 1.254 -0.0444 - 1.79 1.4 (1.8) 0.774 -0.43 3.3 
14.0 0.175 -0.1448 -2.08 1.8 - -  - I .494 -0.46 3.5 
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The column of eft(p,) also includes the efficiency obtained in Ref. [1] for the same 
problem but using derivative values ) ,  as measurable data. Once again both results are 
of a similar precision. 
Example 3: harmonic oscillator affected by a decaying perturbation 
We have applied the method to the problem 
{ j~(t) + co~y(t) = # e -~'' 
y(to)=Yo; )(t0) =)0,  (57) 
where we have considered p ( t )= # e -°~' as the perturbation to be estimated. 
In Table 3 we give the results corresponding to the set of parameters 
co o = 1.0; co = 0.5; # = 0.1; h = 0.5; to = 0.0; Yo = 1.0; Y0 = 1.0; (58) 
and two different variances ¢r = 10 -5 and a = 10 -6. 
It can be seen from Table 3 that, for both variances, the size of 6p, errors diminishes 
at first, while the truncation component of this error is the greatest one. As this component 
decays with p (t), the measurement errors become the most significant and the order of 
6p, remains table. For each variance, when the perturbation has decayed to the order of 
the measurement errors, its estimation ,~, becomes quite inefficient. 
Bounds (49) and (50) allow us to predict such a behavior of 6p, errors. 
Example 4: a growing solution with a sinusoidal perturbation 
Finally, we considered the problem 
f .~(t ) -- y(t  ) = l~ sin(t) 
y(t0) = Y0; ) (to) = Y0 (59) 
with initial conditions uch that its solution has a growing exponential component. We 
tried to estimate p(t) = I~ sin (t) as a perturbation term. 
By using the set of parameters 
# = 0.01; h = 0.5; to = 0.0; Y0 = 1.0; .v0 = 1.0; a = 10 -5. (60) 
we got the results summarized in Table 4. 
Table 3. Harmonic oscillator with a decaying perturbation 
= I0 -s o' = 10 -6  
t, y, p, @, eft (p,) 6p, eft (:,) 
3.0 -0.746 0.223 x I0 -) -0.35 x I0 -~ 1.8 -0.32 x I0 -~ 1,9 
6.0 0.596 0.497 x 10 -2 -0.27 x 10 -4 2.3 -0.70 x 10 -4 1.9 
9.0 -0,408 0.I 11 x 10 -2 0.27 x I0-' 1.6 -0.13 x 10 -4 2.0 
12.0 0.219 0.248 x 10 -3 -0.26 x I0-' 1.0 -0.60 x 10 -5 1.6 
15.0 -0.023 0.553 x 10 -4 -0.15 x 10 -4 0.6 -0.23 x 10 -5 1.4 
18.0 -0.174 0.123 x 10 -4 0.69 x 10 -4 -0.7 0.67 x I0 -s 0.3 
21.0 0.366 0.275 x I0 -s -0.49 x 10 -4 -1.3 -0.50 x 10 -5 -0.3 
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Table 4. A growing solution with a sinusoidal perturbation 
t, y, p. 6p, x I0 '  eff( .~,) y', 6.f, x I0 ' ¢f l ' (~,)  
4.0 0.547 x I0: --0.00757 -0.31 2.4 0.547 × I0-" --0.24 6.4 
8.0 0.299 x 104 0.00989 - 1.99 1.7 0.299 x 104 --0.24 8.1 
12.0 0.163 x 106 -0.00537 0.70 1.9 0.163 x 106 0.09 10.2 
16.0 0.891 x 107 -0.00288 --1.04 1.4 0.891 x I0 r 0.23 11.6 
20.0 0.486 x 10 ~ 0.00913 -1.21 1.9 0.486 x 10 ~ --1.08 12.7 
24.0 0.266 x l0 N -0.00906 0.62 2.2 0.266 x 10 ~t -0 .35 14.9 
28.0 0.145 x 1015 0.00271 -3.48 0.9 0.145 x 10 ~3 7.32 15.3 
32.0 0.792 x 10 ~4 0.00551 -978.00 -1 .3  0.792 x 10 I~ 137.00 15.8 
In this example the perturbation is in general greater than the measurement errors but 
it becomes insignificant relative to the growing solution of the problem. In spite of that, 
its estimates are reasonably good while the perturbation is greater than the rounding errors 
of the method. It can be seen from this table that the method allows us to compute the 
perturbation with two significant digits correctly estimated, though the solution is 10 ~3 
times the perturbation. 
Once again this behavior could have been predicted since truncation errors in the 
method are proportional to the small perturbation and does not depend on the size of the 
solution or its derivatives. 
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